pool vac ultra
One of the world’s best
selling pool cleaners
Hayward’s Pool Vac Ultra is suction cleaner, so it’s
simple to install. It plugs into the skimmer and uses
the pool’s suction to vacuum the pool. And as it moves
it helps chemicals to mix thereby reducing costs.
But the similarities with most other suction cleaners
end there. While others generate forward motion by
constantly shutting the suction On and OFF. Pool Vac
uses the uninterrupted flow to drive it’s own internal
turbine. That places far less stress on the pool’s
filtration system and makes Pool Vac much more
reliable.
Pool Vac’s turbo-drive allows it to ‘walk’ over the
dirt and debris that others try to push through
using their hose for direction. Pool Vac’s
independent steering and unique SmartDrive
system combine to ensure it’s happy with
any pool shape. They also allow Pool Vac to
systematically clean every inch of pool floor
and easily deal with small obstacles. So, in
every way, Pool Vac is perfect for concrete
and fibreglass pools.

pool-vac ultra

is so clever, it walks in water!

Why do Hayward outsell most other automatic pool cleaning systems worldwide? Simple.
Hayward cleaners are very, very smart. Other ’automatic’ pool cleaners crawl forward until they blunder into
a corner, swim-out, step or obstacle. And there they sit. If they could change direction they’d be free. Instead
they just continue endlessly cleaning the one spot, wasting time, wasting energy until someone releases them.
Hayward cleaners, on the other hand, are self-steering, and therefore truely automatic. They don’t just move
relentless forward. They are programmed to move in a series of circular patterns and, at timed intervals, they
change direction moving off to clean the section of the pool.
The system cleans the whole pool brilliantly. It also means they cope easily with obstacles. They just run
through their program until it’s time to change derection, then turn away from the obstacle and move off
to clean the next area. It’s so smart, Hayward call it SmartDrive. And it’s standard on all Hayward suction
cleaners.
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